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Pic: ‘Watercut’ sculpture by Mary Bourne, Mallerstang near Kirkby Stephen which was part of the Northern Extension  

to the Yorkshire Dales National Park effective 1st August 2016. 

 

That was the week….. 

More than a few of you must have been reminded of the sixties satirical television comedy programme  ‘That 

Was the Week That Was’ as the news revealed we had a new Prime Minister, the Rt. Hon. Theresa May MP 

with a new Cabinet and ministerial positions being announced amongst the horrific foreign news in Nice and 

Turkey. PM Theresa May did interestingly present a Cicerone guide to Snowdonia to Angela Merkel during 

the recent visit leading to Cicerone speculating guides suitable for other world leaders.  
When the House of Commons debated the implications of the EU referendum result on energy and 

environmental legislation, then DEFRA Minister Rory Stewart MP made this positive assessment: 

“We need to think intelligently about how the payments we make to agriculture, the environment and flooding 

can work together, rather than against each other. We need to ensure we remain flexible with regard to the 

best of modern science; there are ways in which rigid legal structures brought in by EU member states have 
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in the past made it difficult to respond to the most recent evidence. Inspections, fines and rigid legal structures 

have also, at times, discredited the very environmental regulations we wished to protect.” 

Read further details ‘Rory Stewart MP sets out optimistic vision for Environment outside of EU’ online. 

However, as we now know Rory Stewart MP has been promoted to Minister of State at the Department for 

International Development with Thérèse Coffey MP for Suffolk Coastal replacing him as Parliamentary Under-

Secretary of State at DEFRA.  Rory has promised to keep an eye on the flood prevention plans as Constituency 

MP for Penrith and Border in whose area there were devastating floods last December.  Unfortunately, Thérèse 

Coffey has earned a reputation for voting in favour of the sell-off of public forests and woodland which was 

dropped because of the public outcry.  Bob Smith at Grough comments. 

Heading up DEFRA as Secretary of State is Andrea Leadsom MP.  The press have already pointed out Mrs. 

Leadsom’s environment credentials.  Speaking recently to the Countryside Alliance, Ms. Leadsom said 

perhaps more positively:  

“I have no plans to change current levels of protection. We will tailor our Environment Policy to our own 

landscape and wildlife.”  

With DEFRA already struggling to make farm payments and a new British agricultural policy post Brexit, this 

will certainly be a challenging role. 

You may be interested to read ‘Government’s vision for shale gas in securing home grown energy supplies for 

the UK’   by Andrea Leadsom MP,  Greenpeace’s ‘Cabinet reshuffle: What the Whitehall shake-up means for 

the environment’ and Mrs. Leadsom’s 2007 blog ‘Does Britain need its own farming industry?’ for additional 

background. 

So where does all this leave Public Rights of Way, National Parks, Higher Stewardship Schemes, SSSI sites, 

set aside, care of wildlife and our environment going forward and everything we care about, let alone our rural 

communities? We can only suggest at this stage discussing your concerns with your own MP’s at every 

opportunity. 

In the meantime, you may be interested in contributing to the Commons Select Committee’s Rural Tourism 

Inquiry open for submissions until 6th September. 

 

 

National Parks extensions 

Some fantastic news as the new extensions to the Lake District National Park and Yorkshire Dales National 

Park became official on 1st August.  The LDNP has increased by 3%, 27 sq. miles to 912 sq. miles with 1,100 

now living inside this park’s boundaries, an additional 300 people.  There has been a 24% increase in the 

YDNP, an additional 161 sq. miles of the total park of 841 sq. miles. 28% is now in Cumbria and 1% in 

Lancashire. 23,637 people will now live in YDNP. 

Open Spaces Society blogged ‘Unfinished Business For National Parks Is Complete At Last’ with Kate 

Ashbrook commenting “It is entirely fitting that the new designations should take effect in the eightieth-

anniversary year of the Campaign for National Parks, at the end of National Parks Week — and on Yorkshire 

Day.” 

Kirkby Stephen celebrated on 31st July with Westmorland Dales Day, a day of walking, running, cycling and 

vintage bus rides in the YDNP northern extension area plus additional activities in the town centre. 

  

 

Climate Change news 

Regardless of any debate about the causes of climate change, a new satellite study recently published in the 

journal Geophysical Research Letters suggested that the Greenland Ice Sheet lost 1 trillion tonnes of ice 

between 2011 and 2014 and the rate of loss is increasing.  We might all dream of warmer weather but the 

effects of an unstable climate, increased rain and storms and rising sea levels with flooding are very worrying 

indeed. 

The British Mountaineering Council (BMC) have rebranded themselves as ‘Climb Britain’  Taking their own 

interest in the subject, they have issued ‘Climate change: 6 ways the BMC and you can help’ which includes 
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direct action, storytelling, get connected, throwaway society, sustainable adventures and Let’s talk.  See their 

full article. 

The Guardian tells us that experts are saying that ‘2016 set to be world's hottest year on record’ and ‘Hottest 

ever June marks 14th month of record-breaking temperatures’ 

You may be interested to read the ‘UK Climate Change Risk Assessment 2017 - Synthesis report: priorities 

for the next five years’ by the Committee for Climate Change published July 2016.  Unfortunately, this might 

well be the last action of the Department of Energy and Climate Change as it has been axed in the recent 

government department changes. 

Since the extensive rainfall and flooding last winter there has been a lot of investigation by different 

organisations and particularly the Environment Agency into the causes and risks going forward and where 

money needs to be spent. Flooding is a very big issue.  Many of our WaW towns have seen devastating 

damage to ROW from landslides and surfaces being washed away.  Water and drainage must be the biggest 

challenge to maintaining footpaths and the costs have prohibited proper solutions for many years. 

On a brighter note, some scientists believe that the hole in the ozone layer above Antarctica has peaked and 

is showing the first clear signs of healing. See BBC News report. 

 

 

Friends of the Earth partnership 

John Anderson of Baildon Friends of the Earth (FoE) reports: 

‘Baildon, Bradford, Yorkshire, Walkers are Welcome group meetings are normally attended by a 

representative from the Sustainable Transport sub-group of Baildon FoE.  Baildon FoE has been successful 

in increasing the number of buses between Baildon station at the bottom of a hill and Baildon town centre at 

the top. There are now nineteen buses a day each way.   

Many of the Walkers are Welcome walks start from the town centre. Baildon station is 1½ km distant, hidden 

under a steep hill. Now, Baildon Friends of the Earth have got seven signs installed pointing the way to the 

station. Moreover, they are gradually getting the surface of the pathways from the Leeds Liverpool canal 

improved as they go uphill past the station to the town centre.  

Baildon FoE was one of the instigators in getting one of the first Bradford electric car charging points put in the 

centre of the town. WaW members have assisted in surveying train passengers about the need for better bus 

transport linking with the trains. 

Thus the FoE imperative for reducing carbon dioxide emissions is resulting in many valuable initiatives for 

walkers.  They would encourage Walkers are Welcome groups all over the country to seek out their local 

Friends of the Earth group for similar mutually beneficial activity.’ 

 

 

Natural England 

It is of course most likely that there may be changes in policies at Natural England leading up to 2020 as much 

of their programme is reflective of EU philosophy and funding.  The Government’s Natural England website 

carries their news and links to a wealth of information including simple guides to ‘Access and Rights of Way’ 

which you should find useful.  For full information you will need to purchase ‘Rights of Way A Guide to Law 

and Practice Fourth Edition by John Riddall and John Trevelyan’, the ‘Blue Book’ available through the Open 

Spaces Society and others.  You can download updates from The Ramblers Association. 

      

Up to the minute news is that the longest section of the England Coast Path, 68 miles of signposted National 

Trail was opened in Middlesbrough on 21st July.  This includes the Cleveland Way National Trail.   

New Environment Minister, Thérèse Coffey MP said: 

 

“With none of us living further than 75 miles from the sea – many much closer – thousands of people are 

already exploring and enjoying our spectacular coastline thanks to new stretches of coastal path across the 

country. Middlesbrough’s old docklands and harbours represent an important and iconic part of the region’s 

history, and this picturesque stretch of coastline will allow the generations of our future to connect with the 

landscapes of our past.” 
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Meanwhile in Kent and East Sussex, the new and improved 66 mile section of the England Coast Path National 

Trail has been launched with Ms. Coffrey’s added comments, “The White Cliffs of Dover are one the our 

country’s most iconic and instantly recognisable landmarks” etc. 

 

 

Greater Protection for Public Paths 

Open Spaces Society has welcomed the introduction of the Law Society’s new conveyancing form CON29 

which came into effect on Monday 4 July.  This now makes the inclusion of Public Rights of Way information 

compulsory on the sale of land and is the result of lobbying by OSS and other organisations. See further 

information.  

 

 

Level-crossing path closures 

Initially because of safety concerns but perhaps increasingly to aid train operators and Network Rail, footpath 

level-crossings are being suggested for closure.  According to a report by Ben Webster, Environment Editor in 

the Times, ‘Network Rail says it wants to close as many crossings as possible to reduce the risk of accidents 

and save money on maintaining them.’  Naturally, the proper way forward would be to install foot bridges if 

there really are safety concerns but this could be rather costly.  If any crossings are affected in your area, there 

will be a legal framework to help you to fight this issue and we shall be pleased to help where we can.  See 

the full article.  

 

 

Members’ Competitions 

Don’t forget to send in your nominations for Member Awards which was launched in March 2016. 

‘A bit of a competition for the best member website, please send in your nominations with a note saying 

why you think the particular website excels and how it is successful in your aims.’                                     

Baildon have a great new site. You may nominate your own.  

So that everyone has a chance of competing and there are still some members that do not have their own 

website, please post your nominations for good publicity material to the Secretary. We would welcome any 

leaflets, flyers and postcards, they just have to have the WaW logo included. These will all be displayed at 

the Lincolnshire Get-Together in October for judging. The array might also inspire your next leaflet and 

design.                                Closing date for both entries 30 September. 

 

 

Public Toilet debate 

Quite a bit of feedback on the Public Toilets issue. 

Gill Wislcka in St Dogmaels tells us of her complaint to Pembrokeshire County Councillor Mike James. 

‘Our Llwybrau Llandudoch 'Whitesands & Carn Llidi walk' last Sunday was spoilt a bit by being charged £5 to 

park, 20p for a toilet visit & no water in toilets - so soapy hands & no water, yuck.’  She goes on to point out 

many visitors are objecting to paying for inadequate toilets and that repeated toilet stops with a family can add 

up plus the problems of finding sufficient change.  A bush may become a useful alternative as we seem to be 

returning to Victorian times. 

   

But there has been massive praise of Orkney Islands Council with Clean, open, fresh, soap,  free toilets. Hand 

dryers work, soap, toilet paper in every loo visited. Gill points out that ‘Happy Toilets equal Happy Visitors 

equal Stay Longer and Return Again.’ Must be a suitable acronym there somewhere. 

 

Our Chairman, Sam Phillips tells us that Ross-on-Wye toilets are beautifully clean. 

Something for your Rural Tourism Inquiry submission perhaps. 

 

 

Members’ News 

Also see the news section on the website. 
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Christine Mccabe, in Bingley has been telling us about Cedric Farineau’s blogger walks. Cedric does this 

through his work and the aim is to market companies’ products by inviting people to go on walks, in this case 

Wynsors shoes and then write a blog about the experience. Cedric did the walk on behalf of Bingley which 

also raises their profile when they are mentioned in the blogs as they are shared over and over again for the 

company’s advertising.’  Here’s an example:  #WalkWithWynsors // A day out in Bingley, West Yorkshire.  

   

Huw Robson in Cheddar is excited about their first walking festival: ‘Over August Bank Holiday we will be 

running our first walking festival (a free one this time) in Cheddar. In fact we’re doing it in a learning way by 

piggy backing on Mendip Ramblers who run a three-day walking festival every year at a different location in 

and around the Mendips but, surprisingly, they have never done one from Cheddar. So we are collaborating 

on this.’ To find out more about the festival and how to join in visit their website. 

 

Alston Moor have been taking their commitment to public transport seriously. ‘Taking advantage of the 

Haltwhistle bus, we walked back the 14 miles along the South Tyne Trail. Highlights were walking over the 

"Alston Arches", and the Langley Viaduct. Good to see work well underway on the track bed for the South 

Tynedale Railway extension to Slaggyford. 

 

Todmorden launched their WaW accreditation with a walk and sharing a cup of tea and a piece of cake at the 

Unitarian Church in Todmorden on Sunday 31st July. Congratulations, one of our newest accredited members. 

 

Meltham are launching their new 3 mile Blue Plaque Trail on Sunday 18th September. 

 

Sheila Messer from Gillingham has let us know that they have been awarded a grant of £1000 by the 

Ramblers Holidays Charitable Trust.  This will enable us to realise three projects: Sign a link from the train 

station to the Stour valley Way long distance path which skirts the town, renovate two cast iron kissing gates 

on the route and set up an Adopt a Footpath Scheme.  Congratulations. 

 

 

Something for the School holidays  

Look for and record amphibians with Amphibian and Reptile Conservation  

The Woodland Trust have lots of ideas, identify a tree, Nature’s Calendar, Ancient Tree Inventory and our 

favourite ‘Invite a tree to tea’ with free packs and downloads.   

52 plants in the wild you can eat perhaps for your woodland picnic, with off grid quest.com 

Pokémon or Geocaching  

Important for all woodland and countryside walks, BMC give advice on ticks and midges. 

 

 

 

 

Apology & Get-Together News       

We have to express an apology, the 2016 Get-Together partner is Castor 

in Lincolnshire and not Caister (on-Sea in Norfolk) as stated last month, 

we do hope this didn’t confuse you. 

Have you booked your place yet? 

Just been advised that there is a special vegetarian sausage alternative 

for those that don’t fancy the ‘Lincolnshire’s finest sausage from John Pettit’s Butchers with Apple and Black 

Pudding Blankets’.  See special diet requirements on your booking form. 

The entertainment will be provided by the well-respected Lincolnshire dialect expert, Loretta Rivett, who brings 

humour to her vast knowledge of all things Lincolnshire and the folk trio KSR who specialise in Lincolnshire folk 

songs and tunes. 

                  

                        Happy holidays 

secretary@walkersarewelcome.org uk 
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